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Penyes Roges
Es Lledó gives its name to the dock from where watchmen, 
lighthouse keepers and navigators berthed, an old 
necropolis, and also the houses of a small livestock farm, 
currently used to welcome and inform park visitors.

A clear example of a sunny rock on the southern slope, 
equipped with a stone wall from where you can see the 
flight of the Booted eagle.

Torrent de ses Fontanelles
A torrent, the flow of which was collected by a small dam.

Llebeig Tower
The first traces of a surveillance and defence system 
(prior to the lighthouses) that, with a south-facing cannon, 
defended es Freu and the Andratx coast from the 
intrusion of pirates and corsairs.

Llebeig Lighthouse
Standing guard at 121 vertical metres from the sea, the 
well-lit tower and its attached constructions transport you 
back to the days of the former lighthouse keepers. You can 
even see dolphins from this sublime perspective of the 
Mediterranean.

At the bottom of a sloping stone wall, there is a 
traditional architectural structure used to retain the water 
that fell and ran over the slope.

Interpretation Centre of Cala Lledó

S’Abeurador

Entering through a valley and very thick scrubland, there 
are remains of an old architecture used to cook 
calcareous stone to obtain lime; a key material in the 
construction of the houses of Lladó.
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